GS21 1152 2017 Fall GSBS Scientific Writing

Syllabus
Aug 29 – no class – Hurricane Harvey
Aug 31 – no class – Hurricane Harvey

Sept 5 – Intro to Class & Basics of Writing (PICUS) NOTE – CLASS HELD 2-3PM
Sept 7 – How to organize what you are writing (PICUS) NOTE – CLASS HELD 2-3PM

Sept 12 – Developing & Clearly stating your Hypothesis (KOLONIN)
Sept 14 – Hypothesis Presented

Sept 19 – Formulating Specific Aims (GARSIN)
Sept 21 – Specific Aims Presented

Sept 26 – How to write a Specific Aims Page (MORANO)
Sept 28 – Specific Aims critique

Oct 3 – Figures/Graphical Abstracts (Swindell)
Oct 5 – Specific Aims Page critique 1

Oct 10 – How to write a Significance/Innovation Section (JUSTICE)
Oct 12 – Specific Aims Page critique 2

Oct 17 – How to write a Research Plan Section (COLE)
Oct 19 – Significance/Innovation critique

Oct 24 – How to write a Research Plan Section continued (COLE)
Oct 26 – Research Plan critique 1

Oct 31 – Fine tuning your proposal (NINETTO)
Nov 2 – Research Plan critique 2

Nov 7 – Abstract Writing (GOODOFF)
Nov 9 – Research Plan critique 3

Nov 14 – Fellowship Application Guidelines (MOORE)
Nov 16 – Final Proposal critique

Nov 21 – Faculty Roundtable
Nov 23 – THANKSGIVING/no class

Nov 28 – Presentations/Mock Review Panels/Feedback
Nov 30 – Presentations/Mock Review Panels/Feedback

Dec 5 – Presentations/Mock Review Panels/Feedback
Dec 7 – Presentations/Mock Review Panels/Feedback

Dec 12 – Finals Week - Presentations/Mock Review Panels/Feedback – if needed
Dec 14 – Finals Week - Presentations/Mock Review Panels/Feedback – if needed
Thursday Class Moderators:
NOTE – the faculty below meet with their student groups one day every week for the entire semester for 1.5 hours per meeting – they also spend time going over students proposal drafts outside of the class meeting time

Cancer Bio Students/Boy Gan
Immunology students/Dorothy Lewis
BCB students/Sally Yoo
Neuro students/Scott Olsen
QS students/Prahlad Ram
TAP students/Bulent Ozpolat